
Managing Sales Promotion & Handling Customers 

Program Snapshot

Promotions are predominantly marketing campaigns aimed at building demand at the 
retailer and consumer levels. Though it sounds simple, it is a challenge faced by most 
organisations. The success of Promotion depends on development and implementation of 
a program that delivers the maximum return on investment and manages the trade-off 
between incremental volume and trade spend. Lack of control and ability to accurately 
monitor its effectiveness and efficiency is the key area of concern. Our program on Sales 
Promotion & Handling Customers is designed to help participants 

 Understand the difference between trade promotion & consumer promotion with the
steps and stages within them

 Recognise that excellence in service lies in the perception of the buyer and learn
how to influence that perception positively

 Learn and apply promotional tools and techniques for trade promotion optimization
to create a long-term impact on base-line consumer sales

 Understand why some customers are more demanding than others and what are
the early signs to gauge them and take steps before the situation worsens

 Practice techniques to minimise communication differences with the customer
 Reflect on own communication styles and their implications. Understand which of

the style(s) are more challenging and learn ways to inculcate
 Practice how to program oneself with the right words, tone & body language to

sound professional and calm
 Learn to use the tools to manage expectations, communicate disapprovals, address

complaints and deal with demanding and/or unreasonable customers without
showing signs of distress

 Deal with stressful situations when both, the customer and the boss(es), are
demanding and times are challenging

For Levels 
Sales Team Leaders / Promotion Supervisors / Promotion Executives / BD Team 

Duration 
2 days 

Reach us at 

+91 8527 940 919
connect@intotolearn.in
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